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Hi there!

We are SO excited to have you on board as a hampr washr! We have 
created this handbook to take you through the washr process from 

downloading the app to processing your first order.

We are thrilled that you are on this journey with us and we want you 
to know that we are a very washr-centric company. If you have any 
questions or issues at all, please let us know as soon as possible by 

contacting us via the Support chat in your app or reaching out to our 
washr experience specialist, Kate H., at kate@tryhampr.com.

welcome to hampr!

welcome



hampr is an on-demand wash-and- 
fold laundry service. 

washrs return laundry to members 
fresh and folded the next day - or 

on the same day in available 
markets. 

And it's all done through an app!

Unlike other services, hampr offers 
flat-rate, no-nonsense pricing 

that's based on loads, not pounds.

welcome

meet hampr



I'm Laurel Hess, Founder and CEO of hampr! I wanted to personally 
reach out to thank you for becoming a washr for hampr.

 
I started hampr after I returned home from a business trip and was 
literally surrounded by laundry. It was the weekend, my sons had 
birthday parties and t-ball opening day — I didn't know how I was 

going to get it all done.
 

I had a thought: 
"If we can get our groceries and food from our favorite restaurants 

delivered - why can't we get laundry done with the click of a button?"
 

From that moment of overwhelmed frustration, we launched hampr in 
Lafayette, Louisiana in 2019. We started small and scrappy, and now 

we can be found in 9 states and are set for continued national 
expansion in 2022!

 
You are literally what dreams are made of and we are SO excited to 
have you on board! We want to offer our members & users the very 

best service and we strive for consistency between all orders. We are 
thrilled that you are on this journey with us and we want you to know 
that we are a very washr-centric company. Please take time to read 
through our washr handbook and if you have any questions or issues 
at all, please feel free to reach out to our Support Team via the chat 

feature in your app. 
 

Thank you — and happy washing!
Laurel Hess, Founder + CEO

 

meet laurel

welcome



step 1

first steps

download the app
The "washr by hampr" app is available 

for download on iOS and Android 
devices.

 
Once you have downloaded the app, 

you will login using the temporary 
credentials that were emailed to you. 

If you did not receive the email, 
please reach out to us via the Support 

chat function in your app.



step 2

first steps

setup your profile

Once logged into the app, find the 
profile tab. Here you'll be able to edit 

the washr profile that members see, view 
your weekly earnings, set up preferences 
such as notifications & radius, and also 

enter your bank info for direct deposit. 



step 3

first steps

set your preferences
Default Maps: Choose Waze, Google Maps, or Apple Maps

Order Radius: You are in control of how far you want to drive 
for an order. Choose between 5 miles - 30 miles. 

hampr Capacity: For vehicles with limited storage space, set 
your limit here so you don't claim more orders than your 

vehicle can hold.
Available orders: Toggle on/off to activate the available order 

notifications.

manage your bank account
Link your bank account to set up your direct deposit.

You may have multiple accounts set up, but only one can 
be active at a time. 

order Dropps
Click the link to place your first order of Dropps 

detergent. Use code TRYHAMPR for 20% off your order!



step 4

first steps

Upload a photo & a brief bio about yourself - 
members will see this once you claim an order so 

they can put a face to your name! This really helps 
to personalize the service for our members.

 
A few tips:

When choosing a photo, less is more! Avoid busy 
background or having anyone else in your photo. 
The focus is YOU! Be sure to keep it professional.

 
Make your bio brief & focused on why you love 

being a washr!
 

set up your washr profile



step 5

first steps

Learn tips and tricks from other washrs just like 
you in our private Facebook group!

This is a place where washrs come together to get 
advice, share funny stories, and offer positive 

feedback. We will also frequently post updates & 
news from hampr HQ. 

join the community!

find our channel
Follow our YouTube channel to learn how to fold 

the "hampr way" & check out the hampr 411 
straight from our CEO, Laurel.

http://www.facebook.com/groups/washrs
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLktByobcxZF052_ZtgxKE1fdCLqqjGgPP


why dropps?

first steps

Our default detergent is Dropps - a scent-free, dye-free
detergent pod. This is great for members with allergies

and sensitivities. We require that all washrs have Dropps
on hand and we have worked with Dropps to provide our
washrs with discount code TRYHAMPR for 20% off each

order. You can purchase the Sensitive Skin & Baby
Detergent, Unscented.

 
Our members will select detergent preferences when they
place their order - they can either use Dropps (provided

by you) or their own detergent in the pocket of their
hampr.

great question!



q & a

first steps

Yes! washrs may use any free and clear detergent
prior to receiving their Dropps. Ensure that this
detergent is unscented and free of harsh chemicals or
irritants.

Can I get started before my Dropps arrive?

You will need to keep a supply of scent-free, dye-free
Dropps. We do not require washrs to supply dryer
sheets. If a member has not supplied their own dryer
sheet, do not use one. This can cause allergic
reactions to some members.

Do I need to supply my own detergent or dryer 
sheets?

washrs must provide unscented, 13-gallon kitchen
bags when returning Lite or kitchen bag orders.
(More on that later!) We suggest choosing unscented,
13-gallon blue recycling bags.
washrs must also use a permanent marker to label
kitchen bag orders that do not have a printed QR
code attached.

What else do I need to get started?



double tap!

C
LA

IM
 A

N
 O

R
D

ER You'l l  receive a notif ication when there are orders avai lable in your 
desired radius.  Open the app and double-tap the CLAIM button. Once you 

claim an order you are contractual ly obl igated to complete it .  You wil l  
pickup in the specif ied window and drop off in the same window the 

fol lowing day.

how it works

There are 3 main order windows:
 

Morning        6AM - 8AM
Lunch          12PM - 2PM
Evening         5PM - 7PM

 
Select markets offer Same Day service for an
additional fee, which includes pickup between

10AM - 12PM & del ivery by 8PM.
 

*Market claim windows may vary by time zone.*



FA
V
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ES

I f  you've real ly knocked a members socks off ,  they can add you to their FAVORITES 
l ist! If  you are on a FAVORITES l ist you'l l  get the notif ication 10 minutes prior to it 

being pushed to other washrs in the area. 
 

Members can have up to 5 favorited washrs.
 

Members are also able to block their not-so-favorite washrs.  If  blocked, you wil l  not 
see orders or notif ications for that member.

how it works

Tips on becoming a Favorite:  

the heart 
means this 

order is from a 
member who 

marked you as 
a favorite!

Follow the members preferences & fold the 
hampr way1

2When folding, organize items by like sizes 
and styles

Pack the hampr so it is easy for the 
member to put away the clothes3

4Do not mix items between hamprs

Pickup and deliver within the claim window5



q & a

how it works

We ask that washrs stick to the return window 
when they've completed an order early. If you 
have to arrange a delivery earlier than scheduled, 
please communicate with the member and 
Support.

Can I return the order early if I've finished?

We ask that washrs only claim orders where the
claim window aligns with their personal schedule.
If there is a conflict that arises, please
communicate with the member and Support. 

What if I can't pick up during the claim
window?

When claiming orders it’s easy to fall into the 
temptation of hitting that claim button … but not 
so fast! We want all of our members & washrs to 
have a great experience, which includes having 
their orders returned on time. We recommend 
going slow until you find your rhythm; knowing how 
long an average order takes you to complete, while 
also factoring in drive time, so that you are able to 
manage your time efficiently is an important part 
of being a superstar washr. 

How do I know how many orders to take at
once?



you're picking 
up your first 
order! YAY!

PICKING UP

Most members leave their hamprs outside their front door. You'll
see pickup instructions on their order within the app.

 
If you do not see the hamprs, knock or ring the bell. The member

may have forgotten to put them out. 
 

If no answer at the door, navigate back to the app & click on the
three dots on the top right of their screen. There you'll find the
member's phone number. First, call the member. If they do not

answer, leave a voicemail & then send a text. 
 

At this point, you must notify the Support team through the chat
function in your app so they can communicate with the member.
Please also send a photo of the front door sans-hamprs when you

notify Support. 
 

Please do not leave without making these 3 contact attempts &
notifying support.  



scanning 
hamprs:101

PICKING UP

You will need to scan the QR code located on 
each hampr. Please do not leave without 

scanning these codes — this alerts the member 
that their order has been picked up.

 
The QR code should also include the member's 
last name to keep you organized when picking 

up multiple orders. 



q & a

picking up

If you are picking up an order without a QR code
please text Support through the chat feature in
your app. They will be able to manually scan in
the hamprs at pickup & drop off. 

There is no QR code on the bag, what do I do?

Please reach out to the customer as soon as
possible to let them know your ETA. You should
also notify the Support team through the chat
feature in your app in case the member reaches
out to Support. washrs may not get paid for orders
that are returned late without communication to
the member and/or Support.

What if I'm running late, or there's heavy traffic 
which causes me to miss the claim window?



q & a

picking up

What do I do if I arrive at a pickup and the bag is
overstuffed?

First, it's important to identify what is an overstuffed 
bag vs what is a full bag. 

An overstuffed bag will be bulging on all 4 sides. When 
the top zipper flap is opened, the clothing will begin to 
protrude out of the bag. 

A full load bag will have clothing above the top of the 
zippered flap. The sides will be firm but not bulging. 
Anything less than a full load is a bonus!

If you feel a bag is overstuffed, you have the right to 
refuse pickup. Please reach out to Support via the chat 
function in your app to reject the order. You must 
submit the member's name & multiple photos of the 
bag(s).

 
At this time we do not have a policy in place to 
compensate washrs for overstuffed bags. If you choose 
to take an order that is overstuffed it may result in you 
doing 2 loads for the price of 1 load.

It is imperative that you have at least a 4.2 cu ft 
washing machine to be a hampr washr.

examples of an overstuffed bag + fitting in a 4.2 cu ft washing machine

examples of a full bag + fitting in a 4.2 cu ft washing machine



q & a

picking up

I arrived at pickup and the order was in a
kitchen bag. Where are their hampr bags?

Some members and hampr Lite users will opt to use 
13-gallon kitchen bags for their orders. These loads 
will be processed the same way as a normal hampr 
order would. 

First, make sure that the kitchen bag has a printed 
QR code to scan. If there is no QR code on the bag, 
alert the support team & use a permanent marker to 
write the member's name on each bag.

As you process the order, take careful note of which 
load belongs to which member. This is especially 
important if you have multiple kitchen bag orders at 
one time.

Orders must be returned in a new, clean, unscented 
kitchen bag.



q & a

picking up

What about kitchen bags? Aren't they easier to
overstuff?

Actually, no! 13-gallon kitchen bags, by design, are made to 
hold 1.74 cu ft of contents. Our washrs should have washing 
machines that hold at least 4.2 cu ft capacity, so this means 
that you shouldn't struggle with overstuffed kitchen bags! 

An overstuffed kitchen bag will be bulging on all sides, 
difficult to close, and potentially ripped or the plastic 
stretched out.

A full load kitchen bag will have clothing to the top of the 
opening. The sides will be firm but not bulging. There should 
be no rips and the bag should be relatively easy to carry. 
Anything less than a full load is a bonus!

If you feel a bag is overstuffed you have the right to refuse 
pickup. Please reach out to Support via the chat function in 
your app to reject the order. You must submit the member's 
name & multiple photos of the bag(s).

At this time we do not have a policy in place to compensate 
washrs for overstuffed bags. If you choose to take an order 
that is overstuffed it may result in you doing 2 loads for the 
price of 1 load.

It is imperative that you have at least a 4.2 cu ft washing 
machine to be a hampr washr.

examples of an overstuffed kitchen bag + fitting in a 4.2 cu ft washing machine

examples of a full kitchen bag + fitting in a 4.2 cu ft washing machine



now what?

processing

Open the hampr app and select the order you want to 
process. There you will see the washing preferences like 
detergent, water temperature, etc. Click "Start Washing" 

to begin!
 

Take all the contents of the hampr and place them into 
your washing machine. Don't worry about sorting or 
checking pockets — members are made aware that 

everything in a hampr is washed together.
 

Follow preferences for washing and drying, making sure to 
click on "Start Drying" when the clothes are moved to the 

dryer.
 

pro tip: as you move items from the washer to the dryer, 
move the hamprs that they belong in to the front of each 

machine they are in so you can keep track. 

let's get washing!



processing

Our washers are required to fold orders 
the "hampr way" for consistency. This 

ensures that our members get the same
experience every time they place an 

order.
 

Our YouTube channel has instructional 
videos on how to fold the "hampr way". 
Please make sure to review these videos 
(& practice!) before claiming your first 

order. 

folding
the hampr way

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLktByobcxZF052_ZtgxKE1fdCLqqjGgPP


processing

Always ensure clothes are TOTALLY 
dried before beginning to fold. No one 

likes damp clothes at delivery.

folding
like a hampr pro

1
2Your folding space should be pet-free 

and preferably far from the kitchen to 
eliminate odor transfer. 

3Clean your folding space prior to each 
folding session to ensure there is no 

dirt or residue that may transfer onto 
the clothes.

4Keep food and drinks away from your 
folding space while working. Spilling on 

the clothes means starting all over 
again!



processing

packing
the hampr for delivery

It's time to load up the hampr!
 

Place the hampr on its side with the large zippered opening 
on top. 

 
Load the hampr the largest items on bottom and smaller 
items on top. This could look like (from bottom to top): 

towels, jeans, t-shirts, undergarments, and socks.
 

As you pack your hampr, please keep "like" items together. 
This means keeping all men's large t-shirts together, all
women's medium t-shirts, and girls size 6 pajamas in a 
separate stack from girls size 10 pajamas, etc. This will 

greatly help members as they unload their hamprs.
 

Here's a video about packing the "hampr way".

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLktByobcxZF052_ZtgxKE1fdCLqqjGgPP


processing

delivering
the hamprs on time

Orders must be returned in the same window they were 
picked up in the day prior, or by 8pm for Same Day orders. 

 
When you are ready to begin making deliveries, in the app 
you can select the orders you want to return and choose 
"Plan Route". This will help to plan your route in the most 

efficient way. 
 

Once you arrive at the member's house, check the drop-off 
instructions in the app and leave the order where indicated. 

If no note is available, leave them at the front door. 
 

Scan each hampr as you deliver to alert the member they 
have been returned.  



texts

processing

There is no need to communicate with the 
member when you drop off or pickup, unless 
you are requesting alternate time windows.  

 
Members will receive a text when:

you first claim the order
when you pickup their order
when you return their order

 

that members receive

*Please do not knock or ring the bell at pick up or drop off unless 
specifically requested by the member. This could be distressing to 

members with pets or young children.*



q & a

processing

If you are close, please return to scan them. If
you are already at home, please contact Support
through the chat feature in your app to have
them manually scanned. The order will not be
considered complete until all bags are scanned
and returned.

I forgot to scan the hamprs at drop off!

It's going to rain during the delivery window,
what do I do?

Please be mindful of the weather when you are
returning hamprs. The last thing a member wants
is coming home to soaking wet clothes that they
will have to rewash. If it's raining or will rain,
please reach out to the member to arrange
alternate delivery options. Then communicate to
Support.

The order notes indicate there would be dryer
sheets or detergent included, but there are none.

It's possible that the member put all
detergent/dryer sheets in one bag so please
check all before proceeding. But this could also
be an old note from a previous order, or the
member simply forgot. Please text the member
to advise that you will be using Dropps to
process their order.



q & a

processing

We ask members to pre-treat stains before
putting them in the hampr. If there is an item
you are concerned about, snap a photo and send
it to Support so we can be aware of it.

What about stains?

I found pocket treasures in a load, what do I do 
with them?

Any personal articles found in a hampr bag should 
be returned back to the member. You can either 
put them items in the detergent pouch or place 
them right on top of the freshly folded laundry. 
This includes things like money, jewelry, 
headphones, etc. 

What do I do if the clothing is excessively soiled 
or smells?

We have restrictions on what we will and won't
process. You can find the full list of restricted
items here. If you have any orders that violate the
restrictions, please reach out to Support via the
chat function to let us know as soon as possible.
Please provide us with as much information as
possible.

https://www.tryhampr.com/faq/


q & a

processing

We understand that emergencies happen —
however, washrs should NEVER drop off an order
that is still wet, not folded the hampr way, or not
returned at all! 

If you run into a situation that would
compromise the quality of your order please
reach out to Support as soon as possible so we
can remedy the situation with you. 

Please note that frequent issues and
reassignments could lead to your removal from
the platform.

An emergency has come up and I cannot finish
the order. What happens next?



let's talk
money

EARNINGS

washr payday is every Friday. Pay weeks are from 
Thursday to Wednesday each week.

 
washrs are paid 70% of each load 

(load price varies by market - $10, $12, or $15) and 
receive 100% of customer tips!

 
washrs also receive 70% of:

cancelation fees, Same Day order fees & service fees 
 

washrs receive 100% of:
order reject fees & convenience fees

 



washrs will receive an e-mail each Friday
with a recap of the work that was performed

that pay period. It will include:

let's talk
money

EARNINGS

how many total orders were completed

how many new members marked you as a Favorite

the total number of loads completed

the total earned in tips

the total earned in service/cancellation fees

& your current average customer ratings



q & a

earnings

Yes! We love it when washrs want to share the
benefits of laundry-free life! Please e-mail Kate H.
at kate@tryhampr.com to request a promo code.
When using a promo code, new members will
receive $10 off their membership & washrs will
receive a $20 incentive.

We've also created a handy-dandy social media
toolkit for ideas on how to best use your promo
codes.

Does hampr pay out referral fees?

I completed an order but didn't get paid for it
on Friday, why?

Orders returned on Thursday will immediately 
show in your earnings tab, but will not be 
included in your weekly pay until the following 
Friday's deposit.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IBZo_6KXEke6Z6c7ECkvOSBBydu7lGbf/view?usp=sharing


support
When sending in a Support ticket, it is 

extremely important to send as much detailed 
information as possible in your message.

 
Navigate to the Profile tab of your app and

scroll down to Help & Support. Here you will be 
prompted to select one of several prompts. 

Choose the one that closest matches your issue. 
If the auto-results do not assist, you can type a 
memo in the text box. Please be sure to include 
as much information as possible, including the 

member's name.
 

If you want to resume a prior conversation, hit 
the back arrow at the top left corner and click 

on "see previous". 
support

sending in a ticket



q & a

support

Our Support team is available from 8AM - 8PM 
Monday - Friday and 9AM - 8PM on weekends.

Holiday availability will be limited to emergency 
requests only.

Will support respond after normal business 
hours?

Rest assured that our Support team will respond 
to your request as quickly as they are able to, 
especially in emergency situations. 

 
Support requests will not be handled via the 
Facebook group or if sent directly to a hampr HQ 
team member.

I don't think they answered my question fast
enough through the chat function. Can I post my
issue in the Facebook group or text a team
member directly?



washr Standards of Service
We take laundry very seriously and we want to make sure we provide the

very best, most consistent service to our members. If a member does
complain about your service, you will not be able to claim orders during

the investigative period, known as "being throttled".
 

During a probationary period, the washr will need to provide details
pertaining to the complaint and our team will provide you with feedback

on the situation. We will closely monitor your orders during the
probationary period and will make a decision whether or not to keep you

on as a washr. 
 

You will always be contacted by a member of our Support team if your
account is throttled.

 
To review the washr Standards of Service policy in full, 

please click on this link.

standards of service

https://www.tryhampr.com/washer-account-access-guidelines/


washr Standards of Service

standards of service

non-throttle
Violations of this nature won't result in being throttled, but will be

discussed with the washr to ensure hampr best-practices are followed
for future orders.

This includes, but is not limited to, washing/drying on the
incorrect setting, using the incorrect detergent, or using scented
products when the Member has not requested scented products

be used.

Disregard for member preferences

Unprofessional Behavior
This includes, but is not limited to, unprofessional
communication between the washr and a Member,

unprofessional communication between a washr and Support,
poor communication regarding order issue, and general acts of

unprofessionalism.



washr Standards of Service

standards of service

minor violation
Violations of this nature will result in a temporary throttle (pause) to a

washr account during the review period. Cooperation &
acknowledgement of the violation by the washr will end the throttle.

Orders returned wet/damp
Orders not folded the hampr way

No show for pickup or delivery
Mixing items between hamprs

Orders returned with offensive odors
*excluding smoke smell*

Being outside of the claim window
*without communication to support and the member*

Mixing items between members
*with washr cooperation to remedy*



washr Standards of Service

standards of service

major violation
Violations of this nature will result in a temporary throttle (pause) to a

washr account during the review period. After a review period, a
decision will be made whether or not to reopen the washr account.

Excessively late returns
Misplacing or losing hamprs

Orders returned with smoke odors
*including cigarette & marijuana odor*

Returning orders incomplete
*without prior approval*

Mixing items between members
*without washr cooperation to remedy*



washr Standards of Service
When you claim an order through your washr app, you are contractually

obligated to process the order within the claim windows shown. It is hampr’s
expectation that once an order is claimed, service will be rendered and the

order will be returned within the prescribed timeframes. 
 

hampr acknowledges that some situations – especially emergencies – may
interfere with a washr’s ability to complete an order they have claimed.

washrs may release orders for emergency situations and extreme mileage
discrepancies. Additionally, washrs will be allowed three non-emergency

releases within a 30-day period.  
 

A washr may request the release of an order up until 30 minutes before the
start of a pick up window. Any non-emergency request for release made 30
minutes before a window opens or any time during a pick up window will be
considered a “no show” for pick up and recorded as a minor violation of the

hampr standards of service. 
 standards of service

release policy



washr Standards of Service

standards of service

release policy
Non-emergency releases include, but are not limited to:

Vehicle issues
Equipment issues
Accidental claims

No shows
Mileage discrepancies

*some scenarios may be taken into consideration*



washr Standards of Service

standards of service

release policy
To release an order:

Orders must still be in the “claimed” state to
release. Once an order has been scanned/moved
to the “picked up” state, request for release will

not be considered. 

Contact Support via Support chat using the the
“Release an Order” button.

A Support team member will follow up on your
request and confirm that the order has been

released. 

Provide Support with the name of the Member
and reason for release. 

Any request for release that does not contain this
information will be considered incomplete and the order will

remain claimed



washr Standards of Service

On occasion, washrs may encounter certain circumstances in the process of
picking up an order that requires the order to be rejected. When a washr

rejects an order, the order is canceled and the Member is charged a rejection
fee. washrs receive 100% of the rejection fee.

 
To reject an order, it is imperative that a washr reach out to Support via

support chat BEFORE they leave the pick up location. It is requested that a
washr wait a reasonable amount of time (about 5-10 minutes) before leaving

the pick up location.
 

Once a washr has submitted a rejection request through Support chat, a
Support team member will respond in a timely manner. 

 

standards of service

rejection policy



washr Standards of Service

standards of service

rejection policy
There are two(2) primary instances in which an order would be considered

for rejection : 

hamprs are visibly overstuffed
Make sure the hamprs are vertical and ensure the clothing is
protruding out of the top of the hampr
Take photos of any and all visible bulging, stretching or tearing
due to being overstuffed; take additional photos of the open
hampr from the top
Contact Support via support chat and provide them with the
Member’s name, reason for rejection, and the requested
photos for documentation

 hamprs are not readily available when the washr
arrives during the claim window. 

Reach out to the Member via text message and phone call
Knock on the Member’s door
Take a photo of the Member’s front door without hamprs in
front
Contact Support via support chat and provide them with the
Member’s name, reason for rejection and the photo of the
Member’s residence without hamprs in front.



washr Standards of Service

standards of service

rejection policy
A complete rejection request must include all the requested information
(Member’s name, reason for rejection and required photos). The Support

team member will confirm that the order has been rejected via chat.
 

If a washr submits a rejection request without the requested photos and
has already left the pick up location, the order will be released from them,

but they will not receive the rejection fee.
 

Support will also consider other reasons for rejection on a case to case
basis.



conclusion
the end

We are so grateful for all our
washrs and we hope you have a

wonderful experience with
hampr. Please don't ever

hesitate to reach out if you
have any issues, questions, or

concerns.
 

We are a small start-up with
big dreams. Constant feedback

is going to be what helps us
accomplish our goals and
provide the best possible
experience for everyone.



SUPPORT@TRYHAMPR.COM

TRYHAMPR.COM

/GROUPS/WASHRS

@TRYHAMPR

@TRYHAMPR

you do you.
we'll do the laundry. the end


